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The Definitive Guide to Guest Posting
Businesses and marketers have used guest posting to drive traffic and generate
exposure for years. There are plenty of success stories online that prove its
effectiveness.
Bamidele Onibalusi from Writers in Charge in
 creased his website traffic by 342%
through guest posting, while Adam Enfroy boosted his website’s Alexa ranking by
600,000 and gained 247 backlinks after writing just 8 guest posts.
Similarly, HelpScout built their email list to over 36,000 subscribers within 14 months
through guest posting, while Virtual Valley generated over 12,000 social shares by
writing guest posts.
If you’re looking for ways to generate more exposure to your business online, you
should definitely be looking into guest posting.

What is guest posting
Guest posting is the process of writing and publishing a blog post on a blog other than
your own. When writing a guest post, guest authors share their own ideas, insights, and
expertise with another blog’s audience.
A lot of writers and professionals from various industries guest post for a number of
reasons, including gaining exposure, driving traffic, and building authority.
In its essence, guest posting sounds easy, but there are many elements to the guest
posting process, and you’ll need to get all of them right if you want your guest posts to
produce substantial results.
In this guide, I’m going to show you how to find guest posting opportunities and teach
you how to pitch your guest posts to editors and site owners. We’re also going to talk

about what makes a great guest post and how you can extract the maximum amount of
value from each guest post you publish.

Benefits of guest posting
For those who do it right, guest posting has a large number of benefits. Guest posting
can help you:

Establish authority
Being featured on other prominent websites in the industry will help you establish
yourself as an authority and industry expert, which, in turn, will make your target
audience more receptive to your product or service offering.
Without authority, it’ll be very difficult for you to convert visitors into customers or
subscribers.

Build backlinks
Most blogs allow you to place one or more links to your website in the post or author bio
box. You can take advantage of this by pointing the links to your main page or another
page on your website you’d like to rank.
Having high-quality blogs linking to your own website will improve your overall backlink
profile and increase the chances of your website ranking high in Google’s search
results.

Drive traffic
When your guest post gets published on a high-traffic blog, a percentage of the blog’s
readers will inevitably click on the links you placed in the post or the author bio box and
end up on your website.
If they like what they see, they might come back to your website or become a customer
straight away.

By linking to a gated content offer (such as an ebook) on your website from within the
guest post, you’ll also be able to generate valuable leads which you can then nurture
into purchasing your product or service.
This is also a great way of getting more subscribers for your email list.

Grow your social media following
You can use the author bio box to direct people to your social media pages and grow
your social media following.

How to find guest posting opportunities
The first step to becoming a successful guest author is learning how to find good guest
posting opportunities.

What makes a good guest posting opportunity
There are thousands of blogs out there that you could write a guest post for, but not all
of them will be worth your time. At the end of the day, you should be looking to get as
much value as possible from guest posting.
To be able to do that, you’ll need to focus on quality blogs.
Here are the things you’ll want to look for when deciding if a blog is worth pursuing a
guest post on:
Engaged audience - Does the blog have an active comment section, with each post
having at least a few comments? Do writers respond to the audience’s comments and
try to start a discussion?
A large social media following - One of the easiest ways to identify a blog with a big
audience is to look at its social media pages. If the blog has a large social media
following, it’s likely that your guest post will be able to attract a decent amount of
traffic.

History of promoting guest content - Look at the blog’s social media pages to see if
they actively promote guest posts. If they don’t, your post will have a hard time
attracting an audience.
A byline with a link back to the author’s website - The minimum you should be looking
to get out of a guest post is a link back to your website in the author bio box so make
sure that the blog offers this to their guest authors.
Dofollow links - Links that pass “link juice” and signal to Google that a website is a
quality resource on a topic are known as dofollow links.
Check if the blog you’d like to guest post on uses dofollow links for links to their guest
author’s website, or if they try to keep all the link juice for themselves by using nofollow
tags.
Pro tip: You can use URL Profiler to check websites’ backlink profiles, domain authority,
as well as find their social media pages and email addresses.

Create a list of prospects
Now that you understand what makes a good guest posting opportunity, you’ll need to
learn how to find them. Let’s jump into it!
Use Google search
Using Google is the simplest way to find guest posting opportunities. The following
search strings will allow you to find more guest posting opportunities than you can
handle:
Keyword + “guest post”
Keyword + “write for us”
Keyword + “guest article”
Keyword + “this is a guest post by”
Keyword + “contributing writer”
Keyword + “want to write for”
Keyword + “submit blog post”
Keyword + “contribute to our site”
Keyword + “guest column”

Keyword + “submit content”
Keyword + “submit your content”
Keyword + “submit post”
Keyword + “This post was written by”
Keyword + “guest post courtesy of”
Keyword + “guest posting guidelines”
Keyword + “suggest a post”
Keyword + “submit an article”
Keyword + “contributor guidelines”
Keyword + “submit news”
Keyword + “become a guest blogger”
Keyword + “guest blogger”
Keyword + “guest post opportunities”
Keyword + “guest posts wanted”
Keyword + “looking for guest posts”
Keyword + “guest poster wanted”
Keyword + “accepting guest posts”
Keyword + “writers wanted”
Keyword + “articles wanted”
Keyword + “become an author”
Keyword + “become guest writer”
Keyword + “become a contributor”
Keyword + “submit guest post”
Keyword + “submit article”
Keyword + “guest author”
Keyword + inurl: “guest blogger”
Keyword + inurl: “guest post”
allintitle: Keyword + “guest post”
Keyword + “guest post by”
Keyword + “guest post written by”
Keyword + “guest author today”
Keyword + “my guest posts”
Keyword + “places I’ve guest posted”
Keyword + “the following guest post”
Keyword + “guest post/blogging guidelines”
Keyword + “contribute”
Keyword + “this is a guest contribution”
Keyword + “guest column/post”
Keyword + “contributing writer/author”

Keyword + “guest blogging”
Keyword + “submit your post”
Keyword + “guest posting”

Take advantage of premade lists
Many blogs and websites have gathered their own lists of guest posting sites and
published them online. You can take advantage of these free lists to help build up your
own list of guest posting opportunities. Here are some of the biggest lists of guest
posting websites currently available online:
Outreach Mama’s List of 700 Guest Posting Sites
Website Hosting Rating’s List of 200+ Websites That Accept Guest Posts in 2019
Advanced Web Ranking’s 150+ Guest Posting Sites
Peter Sandeen’s List of 140+ Guest Blogging Sites

The Writing Cooperative’s 54 Guest Posting Sites
Use Twitter search
You can find hundreds of guest posting opportunities just by using Twitter. Log into
your Twitter account, type “[keyword] guest post” into the search bar and you’ll be
presented with links to websites that have previously posted guest posts on their blog.

Analyze your competitors’ backlink profiles
Create a list of your top five competitors and then paste the URLs to their websites into
Ahref’s Site Explorer. Go to the Backlinks section, and you’ll be able to see all the links
pointing to your competitor’s website. Note that not all of these will be from guest
posts. Filter for dofollow links on blog platforms to narrow down your search.

It might take some time at first, but you’ll usually be able to notice a pattern that will
allow you to quickly discern guest post links from other types of backlinks.
Use Ahref’s Content Explorer
You can use Ahref’s Content Explorer to find all the pages that discuss a particular
topic. Just type in your keyword, and the Content Explorer will show you thousands of
potential guest posting opportunities. You can filter these further by choosing minimum
values for Domain Rating and organic traffic, as well as limiting the search to only show
one article per domain.

Follow the influencer
Finally, my absolute favorite method of finding guest posting opportunities is to
research influencers and see where they’ve been writing guest posts. The main
advantage of this method is that influencers will have already completed the vetting
process and chosen quality websites to post on, freeing you from having to research
those websites yourself.
Find influencers in your industry and check out their social media pages. They’re
probably posting links to their guest posts. Once you find one of their guest posts, paste
their author bio into Google. Since most people use the same bio everywhere, you’ll be
able to see all the other websites on which they published guest posts.
Another thing you can try is doing a reverse Google image search on the influencer’s
photo used in the author bio box. This will show you all the other pages on which the
photo was used, most of which will be on websites for which the influencer wrote a
guest post.
You can also use a search string such as “guest post” + “[influencer name]” to find even
more guest posting websites.

Research prospects
Once you’ve gathered a list of potential prospects for guest posting, you’ll need to do
some additional research to increase the chances of getting your pitch accepted.
When researching a particular blog, start by reading its content to understand what kind
of blog posts the blog’s audience usually enjoys. See what topics they’ve covered
extensively on the blog so that you don’t make the mistake of pitching these topics.
Pay attention to the specific style and tone of writing so that you can emulate it more
easily if you get the chance to write a guest post for that website.
Try to post insightful comments on a few of the blog’s recent posts. Follow the website
on social media and sign up to their newsletter.

If the blog has a page or post dedicated to explaining their guest posting or contributor
guidelines, make sure to read these carefully. Ignoring their guidelines will most likely
get your pitch ignored by the editor or webmaster.
Once you’ve brainstormed a few topics that the blog hasn’t covered yet, and made sure
to read their guidelines, it’s time to send them an email.
Pro tip: If the website doesn’t list their email, use tools like Hunter.io or VoilaNorbert to
find it.

Write the email pitch
If you want to be successful at guest posting, you’ll need to master the email pitch. In
this section, I’m going to guide you through each part of an email pitch and show you
what you need to do to get your pitches accepted by editors and webmasters.
Before we start, I assume you already followed my advice on getting to know the
website, its content, writers, and editors. Preferably, you’ve already interacted with some
of the website’s staff through comments on blog posts or social media posts.

Craft the perfect subject line
The subject line will be the first thing an editor will notice about your email so you
should spend extra time perfecting it. A great subject line is short (4 to 5 words) and is
personalized for the recipient. When it comes to personalizing the subject line, you can
use the editor’s name, the name of the website, or a title of one of their blog posts.
Keep it short (but sweet)
Your email pitch needs to be short but informative. Editors receive dozens of pitches
every day, and they don’t have time to read a long pitch. However, they do need to get
enough information so that they can decide if a certain guest post would be a good fit
for their blog.
Aim to keep your pitch under five sentences.

Personalize your email
I’m not a fan of sending lots of generic email pitches, hoping that something will stick. I
suggest that everyone focuses on standing out by personalizing each pitch they send.
Use the information you’ve gathered from your research and try to find something you
share with the editor (e.g., a hobby). If you have a mutual connection, ask the person to
introduce you.
Explain who you are and link to some of your work (if you’ve already been published).
Finally, suggest up to three topics you’d like to write about, making sure to provide a
short pitch for each topic. Let them know why these particular topics would be a good
fit for their blog.
Attach your guest post (optional)
Some publications will require you to attach a draft of your guest post with your
application. Only do this if the website’s guidelines specifically ask you to do so.
Otherwise, there’s no point in writing a post if you’re not sure it will get published.

Don’t forget to proofread
Once you’ve written the pitch, don’t send it just yet. Make sure to proofread it and run it
through Grammarly to make sure that there are no spelling or grammar errors. Apart
from your writing samples, your email is also proof of your writing ability and style, so
you need to make sure that it’s error-free.
Here’s an image from CoSchedule to help you visualize your next email pitch.

Source: c
 oschedule.com

Bonus: Guest Post Pitch Template
To make your life easier, here’s a template you can use to write your next guest post
pitch:
Dear [Editor’s Name]
[Mention how you appreciated some of their blog posts, and list specific reasons
why you liked them].
I’d love to contribute a post to [ Website Name].
I'm a [Explain who you are, and what you do]. I’ve written about [Link to Your Blog
Post 1], [Link to Your Blog Post 2], [Link to Your Blog Post 3].
I have a few ideas for blog posts that I think might be great additions to [Website
Name]:
[Title of Blog Post Idea No. 1] - [Short pitch on the blog post and why it would be
a great addition to their website].
[Title of Blog Post Idea No. 2] - [Short pitch on the blog post and why it would be
a great addition to their website].
[Title of Blog Post Idea No. 3] - [Short pitch on the blog post and why it would be
a great addition to their website].
I hope you can let me know if you might be interested in having me cover any of
these topics for [Website Name]
Thank you for your time.
Kind regards,
[Your Name]

How to write a great guest post
If you did everything right and got your pitch accepted, it’s time to write your guest post.
Since you put so much effort into the pitch, don’t leave a bad impression now by
sending in a low-quality post.
You might want to guest post on that particular blog again in the future, so make sure to
send them your best work and make them happy.

Craft an amazing headline
The last thing you need to do before sending in your blog post is to choose a headline.
The title of your blog post can make the difference between your blog post being read
by a dozen people, and having it go viral and get thousands of shares.
For a great headline, use action words (such as make, get, earn), include a benefit for
the reader, and try to elicit an emotional response from the audience. You can also use
CoSchedule’s Headline Analyzer to perfect your headline

Use links where appropriate
Every time you cite a statistic, research, or study, make sure to back up your claims with
a link to a relevant source.
Try to find a few relevant blog posts on the host blog and link to those from within your
post to help the site owners direct audience to other relevant content on the blog.

Add stunning visuals
Make your blog post more visually appealing by adding stunning visuals such as
images, videos, and infographics.
You can use websites such as Unsplash, Freepik, and Pixabay to find quality visuals that
you can include in your posts. If you can, create an infographic for your guest post using
Canva or V
 enngage and include it with your submission.

Edit and format your blog post
Make sure to proofread and edit your blog post with a tool like Grammarly before
sending it in for publication.
Format the blog post according to the host blog’s guidelines and make sure to use
subheadings properly and include source links for all your visuals. Finally, run the blog
post through C
 opyscape to make sure that it’s 100% unique.

Maximize the value you get from each guest post
Since pitching and writing quality guest posts takes time, you should make sure to
extract as much value as possible from each guest posting arrangement. You can do
that by:

Placing links within the post
If the blog allows you to add links to your own website within the guest post, make sure
to take advantage of this. Find content on your blog that’s relevant to the guest post and
use it within the post.

Taking advantage of the author bio
All guest posting sites will give their authors a byline or author bio box where they’ll be
able to tell the audience something about themselves. Craft a short, 2-3 sentence bio
that outlines what you do. You can also add a link to your website, social media pages,
or newsletter signup landing page in the bio.

Replying to comments
It’s guest posting etiquette to stay and respond to comments for at least the first 24
hours after your guest post is published.
Apart from interacting with the blog’s audience in the comment section, you can also
direct visitors to relevant pages on your website in your comments. Do this sparingly,
however, as to not appear to be spamming on your own blog post.

Promoting your post
While your guest post will be exposed to the host blog’s audience, you can give it even
more exposure by promoting it yourself. Post a link to your guest post on your social
media pages and consider adding in a little paid promotion as well.

Start guest posting today
That’s it! I’ve shown you everything you need to get started guest posting. All you need
to do now is go out and do it.
One more thing - I want you to keep in mind that guest posting is a numbers game. Not
all of your pitches will be successful, and not all of your guest posts will bring in tons of
traffic and backlinks. Here's what you gotta understand about guest posting - it’s a
long-term strategy. Keep at it long enough, and you’ll see amazing results. That’s a
promise!

